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Getting Started

How do I even get started with chef?



http://bit.ly/CPEChef

Getting Started
How do I even?

The easiest way to get started for macOS specific management is to go to our GitHub page and follow the quick 
start guide found there.

Lets Jump right into what is required to managed macOS using chef. The first thing we need to understand is the 
basics of Attributes.



Attribute Basics

Attributes are structured data that is used to store information about the machine that chef runs on as well as the 
configs to be applied.



Attribute Basics
The Facebook Way

Lets assume no one here has any ruby knowledge at all. There are two major data structures you need to know 
about to use Attributes.



• Hashes

Attribute Basics
The Facebook Way

These include hashes, known as dictionaries in other languages.



• Hashes
• Arrays

Attribute Basics
The Facebook Way

...and Arrays.

Lets briefly go over each one.



node.default['key'] = 'value'

Hashes
Arribute Basics

Hashes are a key value pair. This is how you assign a value in a ruby hash. Lets step through what is happening 
here.



node.default['key'] = 'value'

Hashes
Arribute Basics

Our node objects contains this hash and we are using the default precedence level to set it.



node.default['key'] = 'value'

Hashes
Arribute Basics

The value inside these square brackets is the key name we are setting.



node.default['key'] = 'value'

Hashes
Arribute Basics

In this case, we are using a key name of 'key', which is in single quotes, telling us that it a string. This could be in 
double quotes as well or a variable which contains a string, passed directly in as the key name. This is ruby, so 
anything you can do in ruby works here.



node.default['key'] = 'value'

Hashes
Arribute Basics

Finally, we are setting the key to be equal to the 'value', which is a string.

This lets us describe what we want our machines to look like.



node.default['funnel_cake'] = true 

Hashes
Arribute Basics

Would I like some funnel_cake? Yes please. Here we are setting a key of 
'funnel_cake' to a value of True, which is a boolean.



node.default['bacon'] = 'kunzler'

Hashes
Arribute Basics

For my node, my bacon preference is kunzler.



Hashes
Arribute Basics

Hashes can be nested, meaning one hash can contain a series of other hashes. So a Key can contain as its value, 
another key and value.

We nest hashes to describe settings, which gives us a namespace to help us figure out what precisely us going 
on.



Hashes
Arribute Basics

node.default['passenger']['coffee'] = true 

Here we can see that a key of passenger, contains a hash of coffee. The value of coffee is true, which makes it 
clear that Passenger has coffee.



node.default['passenger']['coffee'] = true 
node.default['passenger']['tea'] = true 

Hashes
Arribute Basics

passenger also has tea



node.default['passenger']['coffee'] = true 
node.default['passenger']['tea'] = true 
node.default['passenger']['ipad'] = false 

Hashes
Arribute Basics

However, Passenger does not have iPads for sale. You'll need to go to an Apple store for that.



Attribute Basics
The Facebook Way

When it comes to using our API Cookbooks, there are a few things to keep in mind.



• Always set attributes in a recipe

Attribute Basics
The Facebook Way

ALWAYS set your attributes in a recipe. This is extremely important.



• Always set attributes in a recipe
• Only API cookbook owners use cookbook_name/

attributes/default.rb

Attribute Basics
The Facebook Way

Only the person who wrote the API cookbook should use cookbook_name/attributes/default.rb. These are used to 
scaffold or outline the data that the API cookbook relies upon to function as well as set sane defaults. Never ever 
ever change any attributes files in an API cookbook.



• Always set attributes in a recipe
• Only API cookbook owners use cookbook_name/

attributes/default.rb 
• Use node.default

Attribute Basics
The Facebook Way

Always use node.default. There are 6 different levels you *could* use and several different contexts in which each 
of those are valid or invalid for various reasons. Don't mess with that. Use Default.

When I say it is confusing and complicated if you use any attribute level other than default, here is what I mean.



Source: https://docs.chef.io/attributes.html

Attribute Precedence

This is what attribute precedence looks like. There are 15 different precedent levels. FIFTEEN!?!?!?

https://docs.chef.io/attributes.html


Source: https://docs.chef.io/attributes.html

Attribute Precedence

What!? Just 

no.

Technically, thats awesome, but I am not *that* clever and I certainly cannot be trusted with this many 
precedence layers. 

I find that when people try to use all these different levels, they paint themselves into a corner and don't realize it 
until it is too late.

https://docs.chef.io/attributes.html


Attribute Usage

So where do these attributes go anyways?



• cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb

Attribute Usage
Where do these things go anyways?

If you are following along using our repo, they would go here, in company_init.rb. In the cpe_init cookbook, we 
have the runlist structured so that you can use any of the API cookbooks mentioned in this talk by modifying only 
one file.



node.default['cpe_desktop']['override-picture-path'] =                                     
'/Library/Desktop Pictures/Color Burst 2.jpg' 

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
Attribute Usage

Let say you need to set the desktop wallpaper for your machines.
Here we are setting Color Burst 2 to be the default wallpaper.



node.default['cpe_desktop']['override-picture-path'] =                                     
'/Library/Desktop Pictures/Color Burst 2.jpg' 

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
Attribute Usage

What is actually happening here is we are setting data in the cpe_desktop key. This namespace belongs to the 
cpe_desktop cookbook, which actually does all the work.

You can add data to this namespace from *any* recipe, but in our case, we are adding it in company_init.rb so 
our default settings are all in one place.



node.default['cpe_desktop']['override-picture-path'] =                                     
'/Library/Desktop Pictures/Color Burst 2.jpg' 

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
Attribute Usage

The key we are setting is override-picture-path.



node.default['cpe_desktop']['override-picture-path'] =                                     
'/Library/Desktop Pictures/Color Burst 2.jpg' 

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
Attribute Usage

And the path we are setting it to is for the Color Burst 2 wallpaper that ships with macOS.



node.default['cpe_desktop']['override-picture-path'] =                                     
'/Library/Desktop Pictures/Color Burst 2.jpg' 

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
Attribute Usage

So what is the end result? If we run chef, it will install a profile which sets the wallpaper to Color Burst 2. It would 
immediately change the wallpaper for any logged on user as soon as the profile gets installed.



Dessert Time
(aka using API Cookbooks)

Alright, now we can get to the dessert. The sweet results of managing macOS with Chef.



node.default['cpe_preferencepanes']['DisabledPreferencePanes'] =
  [
    'com.apple.preference.desktopscreeneffect',
    'com.apple.preferences.icloud',
    'com.apple.preferences.configurationprofiles',
  ]    

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_preferencepanes

Let's say we want to disable some preference panes, which means they are present, but grayed out and 
unaccessible. 

We feed a list of preference panes identifiers into the disabledPreferencePanes key which lives in the 
cpe_preferencepanes namespace. We save the file.



Not Installed
cpe_preferencepanes

We have not run chef yet and as you can see, the profile has not been installed. The only installed profile is to 
manage screensaver settings.



Not Installed
cpe_preferencepanes

If we look at system preferences, we can see no panes are disabled. Now we run chef.



Installed
cpe_preferencepanes

You can see that the Preference Panes profile is installed. Lets see what it did.



Installed
cpe_preferencepanes

Nice, the three specified preference panes are now grayed out.



Installed
cpe_preferencepanes

Its a little tough to see, but these three are now disabled. Desktop and Screen Saver, iCloud as well as Profiles.



node.default['cpe_preferencepanes']['DisabledPreferencePanes'] =
  [
    'com.apple.preference.desktopscreeneffect',
    'com.apple.preferences.icloud',
    'com.apple.preferences.configurationprofiles',
  ]    

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_preferencepanes

Ok, back to the attributes we set. So what happens if we remove something from this disabled list? I think our 
clients should be able to change desktop and screensavers settings, so let me remove that one.



node.default['cpe_preferencepanes']['DisabledPreferencePanes'] =
  [
    'com.apple.preferences.icloud',
    'com.apple.preferences.configurationprofiles',
  ]    

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_preferencepanes

With the attribute changed, we save the file and run chef again. It knows the profile contents have changed, so it 
has installed the new profile.



Installed
cpe_preferencepanes

Desktop and Screen Saver is accessible again! Success. 



node.default['cpe_screensaver']['idletime'] = 300
node.default['cpe_screensaver']['askForPasswordDelay'] = 2

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_screensaver

Lets look at another common setting, the screensaver. cpe_screensaver automatically manages the settings to be 
the same as macOS's default. We are going to tweak the defaults a little bit.

In company_init, we will override the default setting for idleTime and make it 300 seconds. While we are at it, lets 
also set the password delay to 2 seconds.



Default Settings
cpe_screensaver

Before we run chef, if we look at system preferences, we can see the default settings that cpe_screensaver 
provides.

Lets run chef and see what happens!



Our Custom Settings
cpe_screensaver

If we close and reopen system preferences (don't even get me started about that behavior), we can see that the 
profile's settings were updated and it now shows our values.



 node.default['cpe_powermanagement']['AC']['System Sleep Timer'] = 60
 node.default['cpe_powermanagement']['Battery']['System Sleep Timer'] = 30

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_powermangement

So here is a REALLY long namespace. Power Management! This can do settings while both plugged in or on 
Battery. Set the setting to what you want it to be and chef does the rest as we've seen before.



cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_spotlight

 node.default['cpe_spotlight']['exclusions'] << '/Users/nate/code'

What about managing spotlight exclusions? Spotlight always tries to index various git repos I have checked out, 
so I can exclude that directory by adding it to the exclusions attribute within cpe_spotlight. 



Our Custom Settings
cpe_screensaver

Run chef and open up system preferences, sure enough the excluded directory is there!



cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_bluetooth

 node.default['cpe_bluetooth']['BluetoothAutoSeekKeyboard'] = 0
 node.default['cpe_bluetooth']['BluetoothAutoSeekPointingDevice'] = 0

Maybe your company has a policy where bluetooth must not look for devices. cpe_bluetooth can take care of that 
for you as well. This disables looking for keyboards and mice, which also prevents the popup that says it is 
looking for a bluetooth device. This is great for dashboards and other public use machines.



cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_pathsd

 node.default['cpe_pathsd'] << '/opt/nate/bin'

Maybe your company has an internal command line tool and you want to make sure it is available to everyone 
who uses the system. cpe_pathsd can make sure it is added to the default PATH at a system level. 

Here, my custom bin directory that lives in /opt/nate is being made available to everyone on the system. If I were 
to remove this, it would in turn remove it from the global system path.



Our Custom Settings
cpe_pathsd

I've run chef, then opened a new terminal window and echo'd my PATH. You can see that the new path of /opt/
nate/bin has been appended to the end of the default system path, making it available for everyone while not 
overriding any custom path they may have set themselves.



cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_hosts

 node.default['cpe_hosts']['extra_entries']['1.2.3.4'] = ['www.example.com']

 node.default['cpe_hosts']['extra_entries']['1.2.3.4'] =
  [
    'www.example.com',
    'www.example.org'
  ]

Or, perhaps you need to set a specific entry in the system's hosts file. cpe_hosts can take care of that for you. In 
the extra entries attribute, you use a key that contains the IP address to use, in this case, 1.2.3.4. You set the key 
of 1.2.3.4 equal to an array containing the hostnames that should resolve that IP address. 

If you need multiple hostnames to resolve to the IP address of 1.2.3.4, add more hostnames to the array and chef 
will take care of it.

Lets run chef and see what the results look like.



Our Custom Settings
cpe_hosts

Chef has inserted 1.2.3.4 and both hosts names at the bottom of /etc/hosts. Not only that, it is kind enough to 
tell us it is Chef Managed so people don't wonder why the entries keep magically reappearing.



cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_launchd

For our company's default config, we want a LaunchDaemon to be present on every machine that runs a script 
periodically.



node.default['cpe_launchd']['some_script']

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_launchd

To accomplish this, we would start by making a new key in the cpe_launchd attribute called 'some_script'



node.default['cpe_launchd']['some_script'] =
{

}

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_launchd

cpe_launchd expects a hash, which is a bunch of key value pairs. Here we are using curly braces to indicate that 
we are setting some_script to be equal to a hash containing key value pairs



node.default['cpe_launchd']['some_script'] =
{
  'program' => '/Library/some_script.sh',

}

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_launchd

First, we will specify the 'program' key. This tells cpe_launchd what script or other executable we want the 
LaunchDaemon to have. This matches up with the Program key you'd find in launchd.plist.



node.default['cpe_launchd']['some_script'] =
{
  'program' => '/Library/some_script.sh',
  'start_calendar_interval' => {
 

  },

}

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_launchd

Now, lets set how often it will run. start_calendar_interval is also a launchd plist key and it expects key/value 
pairs that describe how often it should run.



node.default['cpe_launchd']['some_script'] =
{
  'program' => '/Library/some_script.sh',
  'start_calendar_interval' => {
    'Weekday' => 7,
    'Hour' => 10,
  },

}

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_launchd

In our case, we want to run it every Sunday at 10am. We give it a key of Weekday with a value of 7 and a key of 
Hourly with a value of 10 for 10am.



node.default['cpe_launchd']['some_script'] =
{
  'program' => '/Library/some_script.sh',
  'start_calendar_interval' => {
    'Weekday' => 7,
    'Hour' => 10,
  },
  'time_out' => 300,
}

cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_launchd

Also, because this script may hang or take a while to run, we want to make sure there is a time out, so after the 
start_calendar_interval hash, we put a key of time_out with a value of 300 seconds, which is 5 minutes.

After I've run chef, it lays down the LaunchDaemon. Lets see what it looks like on the other side.



Our Custom Settings
cpe_launchd

This is the LaunchDaemon that chef has created for us.



Our Custom Settings
cpe_launchd

You can see cpe_launchd has handled making a sensible label for us based upon the prefix we had set in 
company_init and has appended some_script to the end of it, which was the key we used in the attribute.



Our Custom Settings
cpe_launchd

The Program key is here and it is exactly what we set it to.



Our Custom Settings
cpe_launchd

Also, the Start Calendar Interval is set to exactly what we specified.



Our Custom Settings
cpe_launchd

Finally, the TimeOut key is set to 300 seconds. 



Our Custom Settings
cpe_launchd

Every single key we specified in the hash correlates to the keys in the LaunchDaemon, but with less plist cruft 
surrounding it all. The best part is if we were to delete the entire some_script key out of cpe_launchd, chef would 
unload the LaunchDaemon and delete it off the disk for us.



cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_chrome

Whats that? You hate managing web browsers? Well..so do we. For that reason, Nick McSpadden created our 
cpe_chrome API cookbook. 

This cookbook uses a configuration profile to manage chrome as per Google's documentation.



cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_chrome

 node.default['cpe_chrome']['BookmarkBarEnabled'] = true

Perhaps you want the Bookmark Bar to be enabled by default. No problem. Set the BookmarkBarEnabled key to 
true for the cpe_chrome attribute and consider it done.

Perhaps you want to make sure that all Chrome installs have a specific browser extension installed. No problem.



cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_chrome

# User a var for the url for the chrome update url because its super long
chrome_ext_update_url = 'https://clients2.google.com/service/update2/crx'

# Install Lastpass
node.default['cpe_chrome']['ExtensionInstallForcelist'] <<
"hdokiejnpimakedhajhdlcegeplioahd;#{chrome_ext_update_url}"

Here we are making sure that LastPass is always installed on our machines.

https://clients2.google.com/service/update2/crx


cpe_init/recipes/company_init.rb
cpe_chrome

 # Forcefully remove the BetterHistory malware extension  
 node.default['cpe_chrome']['ExtensionInstallBlacklist'] <<
   "obciceimmggglbmelaidpjlmodcebijb"

Or maybe there is a nasty Chrome extension that you want to block on your entire fleet. Also no problem. This 
extension can no longer be installed.



Progress
http://bit.ly/CPEChef

http://bit.ly/PinterestCPE

There has been a lot of progress in the last year, with API cookbooks that have been crafted to enable 
management with a minimal amount of effort.

Also, good news! People outside of Facebook have started evaluating and using chef for their mac fleets. This 
means that more cookbooks will be made for a variety of needs, which will improve chef in the long run.

For instance, Erik Gomez has also written quite a few API cookbooks using MDM-friendly profile payload types 
(non-MCX based). Lets take a look at a few of these cookbooks.

http://bit.ly/CPEChef
http://bit.ly/PinterestCPE


Live Demo Time!*
*No goats or any other farm animals were sacrificed in the making of this live demo.

Why don't we manage a client live using the CPE repo. Lets see what exactly is available in the community and 
how to use it.



Get Cookin'
#chef on macadmins.slack.com

Now that we've gone through how to use chef, you might have more questions than you started with. Questions 
such as "How do I use chef with a server?" or "How do I run chef using a LaunchDaemon on my fleet?"

If you want to get cookin', hop on the #chef slack channel and we are more than happy work through the different 
setups that have worked for us at Facebook as well as others within the macadmin community.

http://macadmins.slack.com



